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CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT 
 
Christine T. Elzer (Pennsylvania)  
Date of admission to practice: 2008 
Your present position: Solo Attorney 
Size of your firm: 1 attorney 
Year you became a NELA member: 2010 
Name of NELA Affiliate(s): Western Pennsylvania Employment 
Lawyers Association 
What percentage of your professional legal work is devoted to the 
representation of employees and/or their interests? 95% 
 
In a time of unprecedented hostility toward workers’ rights, the 
federal judiciary, and civil rights in general, organizations like 
NELA are more crucial than ever. Against all odds, NELA has 
fought back in favor of workers and their families by continuing to 
lobby Congress against issues that threaten employee rights like 
forced arbitration; to advocate for a qualified, unbiased, and 
diverse federal bench; and to provide amicus support in cases that 
are likely to have a widespread impact on future employment litigation. 
 
My vision for NELA builds on these many successes. I would like to see our organization take an even 
more proactive role in supporting legislation to further employee interests. Not only should NELA 
endorse already-proposed laws like ENDA and the Civil Rights Tax Relief Act, but it should also 
advocate for uniform protections that do not exist at the federal level, such as limiting non-compete 
agreements to truly executive employees, and closing legislative gaps in the FLSA which allow 
significant compensation issues like tip pooling and the salary basis threshold to be changed at the 
whim of the current administration. I envision the creation of committees and/or task forces to work on 
specific legislative initiatives. 
 
I have been active in my local NELA affiliate, the Western Pennsylvania Employment Lawyers 
Association (WPELA), since its formal inception. This is my second year as Vice Chair of the affiliate. 
Before that, I served, and continue to serve, as WPELA’s Amicus Committee Chair and Judicial 
Nominations Liaison. I also have served on NELA’s Judicial Nominations Committee as a Third Circuit 
representative for the past year, and as a Pennsylvania state representative before that. Outside of 
NELA, I regularly present continuing legal education programs on employment law. I also serve as a 
pro bono mediator to the EEOC’s mediation program, and as a private mediator approved by my local 
federal court. I believe all of these experiences provide a solid foundation to be an effective NELA 
Executive Board member. 
 
Since joining NELA early in my career, I have been impressed by the wealth of knowledge of its 
members, and their willingness to take time out of their busy schedules to share their experiences and 

 



practice tips. I have learned a lot from many of you. I hope some of you have also learned from me, 
whether through my presentation at the Fall Summary Judgment Seminar or my many Exchange 
postings. 
 
Win or lose, I will always be proud to be a part of NELA. 


